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 Abstract 
     Important features of geomagnetic pulsations are interpreted from a point of 
view that geomagnetic pulsations are caused by hydromagnetic oscillations of the 
terrestrial exosphere. Osciallations symmetric with respect to the geomagnetic axis are 
classified into two types, poloidal and torsional.  Poloidal oscillations in the region 
lower than an altitude of several thousand kilometers roughly represent  pc and spc type-
pulsations. Torsional oscillations represent pg's. In non-axisymmetric oscillations, 
radial oscillations can be induced secondarily from torsional oscillations. It explains 
well a close association between pg's and pt's.
1 Equations of hydromagnetic oscillation of the exosphere 
   In this section, we shall derive the fundamental equations of hydromagnetic 
oscillations of the terrestrial exosphere within the earth's main magnetic field, which is 
assumed to be of pure dipole. The dipole is situated at the origin of the system of the 
polar coordinates  r, 0, and  y5, the moment being directed to the polar axis. Then, 
the earth's main magnetic field is given as  follows; 
              H. — 2 
             Hoa3 Hy
3a 3•  cos  0,Ho— sin, He = 0 (1,1)    r3 
where  H„ is the field intensity at the geomagnetic equator on the earth's surface, that 
is about 0.3 gauss. r is the distance of a representative point from the dipole, and  a 
is the radius of the earth. The total intensity of the earth's magnetic field H is given 
by 
                          Ho                H =(11-3 cos'  0)  . (1.2) 
                                  r3a 
The equation of a magnetic line of force is given by 
              r  re  sin2 0 (1.3) 
where re is the distance of the point from the dipole, at which the magnetic line of force 
cuts the geomagnetic equator plane. 
The equation of a pair of equipotential surfaces is given by 
 r2  = (1.4) 
                                    cos  0
with a  parameter,z, which represents the distance of the point from the dipole, at 
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which the polar axis cuts the equipotential surface. The signs+and  —  correspond to 
the curves above and below the equator plane respectively. 
    Writing  r  El, we have orthogonal curvilinear  coordinates1,  2  and3, where 
 E3=1-15 is the azimuthal angle of a meridian plane involving the geomagnetic axis. 
With the system of these curvilinear coordinates, we have a line element given by 
 h21         d12ciE+.(1.5) 
where  1/h1,  1/h, and  11113 form the fundamental covariant ensor in the Riemann space 
coordinated with  Ei,  E,  and In our case, it is reduced to a vector. With p and 
v defined by 
 p  7  sin°  ,  v=rcos1 (1.6) 
that is, the distances from the polar axis and the equator plane, we have  
1    p2  1 
 1-F3cos20               
1   4v2   1  (17) 
 k'  1  +3  cos2  0
                     1 
                     h3p2
   The earth's main magneticfield has only  the2 component  H,; the others vanish 
identically. Here, it should be noticed that  H2,  h1,  h2 and  /i3 do not depend on  E2• 
   The condition that the earth's magnetic field is irrotational and solenoidal gives us 
             a  H                 — oa(H2 )-= 0  (1.8) 
             h2'ah3h1 
both of which are useful for the following discussions. 
   The condition that 
 E+   uA  Ho=  0 (1.9) 
gives us
 H2  E
1   
 E2  0 
                                 H2E
,— 
   The law of electromagnetic induction 
 rotE 
gives us 
 h  i   C  rot  E 
 co 
on the assumption that the physical quantities varying in time depend
(1.10)
on the time
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through a factor of proportion  eiwt only. Then, with the aid of the above  ex 
we have 
              rottEh2h3 aa2 ( 
 r0t2E  h3  hi  at (Eh33+ H2  3 (h2 u3)ca 
 rot,  E  —  —   H2 h'  a  (h3 u3) . 
 c h, a  e2 
   With the equation of motion 
                  au1  P
oa--in  Ho                   tc 
and the Maxwell's first equation with the term of the displacement currents 
                          rot h = 4'tj 
we have 
                    4 7rpo  a t2C HoA (rot rotE) , 
                        u  neglecting the term of the second order. 
   Noticing that 
 (Hol, (rot rot E))3  =—H2  rot, rotE 
with 
 —rot,  rotE  —H2 h'  a(hl h2   a (h3  u3)) 
               c h1haaE2 
           H232 32 E3                              h.,th_atohiha                           "3aE
iaE,  h3  ), 
we have the following equation from the third component of eq. (10), 
 4  7rA, a'(h3u3)h2h3 a (h, h2 a  (h3  u3))114.hN(h,u 
 t2  h1  aE2  h3 aE2  " 
                        (  c12hh2a2            1
aEin3h3, 
which is one of the fundamental equations. The other fundamental equatio 
by the equation 
                   a,E   47r  po=  Hon  (Hon rot rotE) 
                        a t2 
which is derived by multiplying  Ho to eq. (1.11) in a way of vector pro 
deforming LHS with the aid of the relation (1.9). 
   Since 
            Lni(haE1  ha:2(khh3 :C2(E;t:',     rot.rotEh2ah3hia ( E3 
 1 a2                 +  H
2 h1 (h,                                        u2)C aE
laE2
          129 
above  expressions,
omitted,
(1.11)
 .1,'S3  •  "P3 
—1 4hN(h3u3) 
           (1.12) 
da ental i n is given 
           (1.13)
 duct and 
11,11,a (E3 
•h, h3
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we have the following equation taking the third component of eq. (1.13), 
   v1A2 aa2t, ( Eh,  )hih113,  [ aaEih3hh2,  Eh33))+ kith,aa2 ( Eh:   )11
  h1 a2  (h,                         \--3 -3)  (1.14) 
 c h3  a  1aE3 
where  VA is the Alfven velocity given by  Ho/1/(4  7r  po). 
   In the case of axisymmetry, the two fundamental equations are reduced to 
        4,rpo(02 h3u0+ (%1)2 hh                        i ,ddE2  ihh,   (kuoi  0                                                    (1.15) 
and 
 (02 E3  h1  h2  [ ah3 h1 a E3+a 112 h, a ( E30 
 VA2h3h3 L(h2 ah3a 62,h1 a El),h3 
                                                   (1.16) 
   Now, we shall try to describe the above fundamental equations with the polar 
coordinates. By differentiating eqs. (3) and (4), we can easily see that 
       h a1  .8 a cos  8 a      n1 (sin  y–z           aEIV(1+3 cos20)r a0)  
1  ( H  a   _  H, a 
 H  e  ar r
and 
 sin  0 aah,  a2=v(1+31(2 cos 0 a                 cos2 0)  a  r  r  a  0 
 
1  ((Fr  a  +  He  a  
                  H1--r rr  30 )• 
Making use of the above quations, we have from eq. (1.12), 
     [4 p, a22(r sin0)-2•v) (rsin 0)2 (H •v) +H2 2  a ](—Yi   ata 0 r 
 =  c  (r  sin  0)-3  (H,   1  a 
 a  0  —H                                       3r
                              a (rsin0aaE0) 
H2h2  aiaE, is substituted with the differential operator (I I •  v)  . 
   As noticed by Dungey (1954), this equation in the case of  axisymi 
tions represents torsional oscillations of the exospheric matter  wh is c 
a surface of revolution of a magnetic line of force. The proof  by means 
linear coordinates i given as follows. Letting. 
                      a                              h
2               ad s 
we see that eq. (14) shows propagation of  perturbation only in the directi 
ing s, that is, to a magnetic line of force  specified with the parameter E, 
noticed that  Ei is now treated as a constant. Since one value of the  parame 
one magnetic line of force, it turns out  that a surface of revolution of a
(1.17)
suin#  0) 
       (1.18) 
 metric  oscilla-
ich is constrained on 
7 s of the  curvi-
rturbation l  i   i ction of  increas-
cified i   r eter i. It may be 
e  l e    r eter  Ei specifies 
 face  lution   magnetic line
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of force specified  with1 oscillates independently on any other surface of revolution. 
     Assuming that  E, is a constant, we have 
 h1h2 d1  d  
 h3  d  E2 sin  0  d0 
                _ 1
 hi) ET  sin12  0
and                            
1   uo                             h
3 u2  sin3  0  • 
Hence, we have 
         ( 1d          dsin 0  d  d  (u# cosec3 0)) + 47.,..r_pf).0:   ET  sin" 0  140 = (1.19) 
or, putting  Ro=E  ja, it becomes 
 ddo  sin  0  ddo   (uf  cosec3  0)) +4  rt  po  M2  (Ho  )2  M,  sinu8 0 (1.20) 
where  R, means the distance measured in units of the earth's radius, at which the 
magnetic lines of force specified cut the equator plane. 
   With the colatitude  00<90°, at which the magnetic line of force cuts the earth's 
surface, we substitute x from cos 0 by 
                                 cos0  x — 
                                    cos00 
where  00 is combined with  R, as follows; 
                     R0= 1cosec2 00 
                             sin2  0, 
Replacing  uo cosec5 0 by y, eq. (20) is transformed into the following; 
          d2y
x2               +4 7r•po(02 (  a )2  cosec16  0°  os'  Ou  (1—cos200.  x2)6  y =0 (1.21) 
       d 
   The equation (13) is transformed into 
          VAct)224_ 1(  aesin 0 3 0  gin  0 a1 a(r sin 0 E0)   r2 
             = c-2 sin 0(r H--— H  (1.22) 
                             3 r a8r sin 0 3,95/ 
by making use of a relation 
 h1  h2  a   (h3 h1  a  +  a  (  h2  h3  
        h3 L  h2 3E1  3E2 h1  3E, 
                  a2 + 1  sina( 1
3a                    —31'2n 30 sin  00 ) •
In the case of axisymmetric oscillations, RHS of the above quation vanishes, and we 
have
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              -1— sin 03 ( I 3+ 32(r sin  0E#) =0 (1.23) 
         VA2 +r2  ao sin  8  aoar2 
   The fundamental equations expressedin the polar coordinates are coincident with 
those which Dungey (1954) derived by a straightforward procedure. 
2 Torsional oscillations and giant pulsations (pg's) 
   The eigenperiods of torsional oscillations are estimated approximately by means 
of the following theorem for determination of the eigenvalues (Courant and Hilbert, 
 1924)  : The number of eigenvalues less than a fixed X of the differential equation de-
fined for the interval,  —1  <x  <1, 
                d
xdxix)dy                           +q(x) yp (x) y = 0 (2.1)    d 
is asymptotically equ  to 1X 1(xVP(d  x, under any of the boundary conditions 
                       x)
) 
considered, or in other words, 
              1 1I P (x)  dx (2.2) 
                         nn-P (x) 
            -1• 
   With the aid of this theorem, the periods of oscillation are estimated as follows; 
 T.  — n  = positive integers 
 n 
where  1-1 which we shall call the provisional fundamental period is given as follows by 
applying the theorem to the differential equation (4.12) (Kato and Watanabe, 1956) 
 8 a-1/7r—              T1 =Ho—cosec8  00 cos 00 j-1/700 (1—cos2  00  x2)3  d x. (2.4) 
 0 This is identical with the expression 
 7r/2 
                          i/n7  T  1—8 acosce  80  ^190  sin' 0 d  B (2.5)  H
o  e, 
which Jacobs and Obayashi (1957) derived intuitively. 
   The values of the provisional fundamental period evaluated with the above 
expression (4) are given in Table 2. 
                       Table 2 Eigen-periods of torsional oscillations 
 = – 
 2 80  Tl 
         45° 10  sec 7 sec
          55° 54 sec 36sec
 65° 11  min 7 min 
         70° 55  min 38min
The values in the second column in Table 2 were obtained with the above formula on
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the assumption that the mass density is uniform, 600 protons  cm-3, throughout he 
exosphere. The values in the first column were obtained by Dungey (1954) with a 
more exact procedure. 
    Eq. (1.15) also leads directly to the expressions (2.4) and (2.5). Applying the 
lemma to eq. (1.11), we have 
 2  f   d  s  
where  ds=(111i2)  d  2 means a line element along the magnetic line of force. The lower 
and upper limits of integration refer to the ends of the magnetic line of force (the 
critical heights). This expression, which was first given by Jacobs and Obayashi (1957) 
intuitively and leads to eq. (5), means a "ray theory" estimate of the fundamental 
period. The above-mentioned lemma shows that the ray theory estimate holds better 
for a higher mode of oscillation. 
    Let us consider oscillations of a surface of revolution of the magnetic line of force 
that comes through the auroral zones on the earth's surface. It can oscillate in-
dependently on any other surface of revolution of the magnetic line of force. This 
fact is favourable for the view that torsional oscillations could roughly represent giant 
pulsations which appear only in the  auroral zones. A fact obtained by Nagata et al. 
(1957) that many of giant pulsations in the antarctic region show the east to west 
oscillation of the field intensity is also favourable for the above idea, since the magnetic 
oscillation of this type is in the east to west direction.. It is however, not always the case, 
as shown by other observers. According to Scandinavian workers such as Roll (1931), 
Harang (1932) and Sucksdorff (1939), oscillations in the N-S component are often 
comparable with those in the E-W component. On the other hand, in the middle 
and low latitude regions, oscillations in the N-S component predominate very often 
over those in the E-W direction. 
   According to the above-mentioned workers, the observed periods are of the order 
of 1 to 3 minutes, shorter than the calculated one. Giant pulsations discovered by these 
authors have very beautiful "shuttle-formed" envelopes and appear only several times 
a year at an auroral zone station. On the other hand, one can find more frequent con-
tinuous pulsations, which look like as pc's but have much longer periods (LPC's after 
Jacobs and Sinno,  1960). The calculated periods seem to correspond to LPC's better 
than pg.s reported by the Scandinavian workers. 
3 Poloidal oscillations and pc's 
   Eq. (1.23) represents the  Poloidal oscillations. Whereas the magnetic field in the 
torsional oscillations lies in the E-W direction, the magnetic field in the polidal oscilla-
tion oscillates in each meridian plane simultaneously in phase with the same period. 
Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that this type of oscillations would roughly 
represent pt's, pc's and spc's, which are observed simultaneously at many stations 
distributed on a world-wide scale, or at least, at many stations widely distributed 
along a magnetic longitude. In addition, oscillations in the N-S component  predomi-
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nates very often those in the E-W component in the middle and low latitude regions. 
Therefore, the above picture may hold true for pulsations in the middle and low latitude 
regions. 
   The equation of poloidal oscillation is more difficult to solve than that of torsional 
oscillation. In order to apply the method of separation of variables, we cannot help 
assuming that the Alfven velocity is independent on the colatitude  0. This  assump-
tion means that the first term in the bracket of LHS of eq. (1.23) is rewritten as follows, 
if the distribution of the exospheric matter is spherically symmetric, 
 co24  n,  po,,2 y6 4 7T.po (026                                                       (3
.1)  V  
A2 =a6 1 +3 cos'a6 02 r 
where 0 is a constant between 1 and 2. 
   On this assumption, the equation of poloidal oscillation is solved 
              (r)              EFP „ (cos 0)  n  = positive integers 
where  P is an associated Legendre function and F(r) is a solution of the following 
differential equations; 
                   d2 F 
                    d  72+2n r2 +1)  )    F  =  0 (3.3)             VA    
   It is believed that charged  particles always flowing out of the sun  (Biermann, 
1951, 1953) confines the  terrestrial. magnetic field into a finite region of space around 
the earth (Dungey,  1954). The dimension of the space is estimated to be of the order 
of about 10 earth's radii (Dungey, 1954). If the space where the terrestrial magnetic 
field is confined is assumed to be spherical, the provisional fundamental period to be 
derived by applying the lemma to eq. (3) becomes about 600 to 1,200 sec (Kato and 
Watanabe, 1957), which is too long for pc's and spc's. 
   In order to overcome this difficulty, the  author (1959) noticed that there is a group 
of poloidal oscillations which are given rise to in the region lower than an  altitude of 
about 3,000 km. It is pointed out by Dessler (1958) that the Alfven velocity increases 
very rapidly against height in the lower exosphere. Fig. 1 is drawn by the author on 
the basis of the data by the Sputnik I . It should be noticed that the Alfven velocity 
varies in the ratio 100:1 within a height-range of two or three thousand kilometers 
from the earth's surface. Due to this steep gradient of distribution of the Alfven 
velocity, hydromagnetic waves propagated upwards may be reflected back somewhere 
in the lower exosphere. On the other hand, the waves reflected downwards are 
transformed into electromagnetic waves in the lower ionosphere (lower than the 
critical height), which would be reflected again at the earth's surface. Therefore, eigen-
oscillations of the electromagnetic f elds occur in the region between the lower exosphere 
and the earth's surface, giving rise to a shorter period than that discussed already. 
Incidentally, it may be noticed that the steep gradient of the Alfven velocity makes 
the approximation (3.1) justified. 
   Eq. (3.3) shows that the radial propagation of poloidal hydromagnetic waves is
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analogous to that of a plane electric wave in a non-homogeneous and dispersive medium, 
of which index of refraction is given by 
 1,2  c2  ( VA(2y1))(3.4) 
     2 The group velocity  V  „ is obtained as follows; 
            V=A2 I_G (3.5) 
   It is shown that the index of refraction becomes imaginary somewhere in the lower 
exosphere when the period is longer than 1 sec. For example, it becomes imaginary 
in the hatched region of Fig. 1, that is, in the region between 800 and 3,600 kms for 
 D  6
                    O 
               5 
               4
 o 3 
                 2 
                       Fig. 
a period of 40 sec. In ti 
also becomes imaginary, 
at least, partially. In  c( 
barrier for propagation o 
that the amplitude of the 
coming down over the  ba 
suggested already. 
   It is an  eigenvalue-pi 
geomagnetic pulsation. 
propagated outwards in  1 
energy should be  brougl 
should vanish at the criti 
It is considerably tediuou 
given with the aid of the
z
 10" 108  /09  (em/SCC) 
 Alfven  Velocity 
       i .1 Distribution of the Alfven velocity versus 
             height (the author, 1959). 
c. I  he region where  tt, becomes imaginary, the group velocity  V, 
aginary, suggesting that the wave energy may be reflected back there, 
 Illy. I onclusion, it may be said that the lower exosphere forms a 
 Ipagation f poloidal hydromagnetic waves. A rough estimation shows 
tude f e waves of 40 sec period is attenuated approximately  1/10 when 
 Dver e rrier. The rest energy would  be, therefore, reflected back as 
nvalue-problem of the differential equation (3) to obtain the periods of 
 ,u1sation. One of the boundary conditions is that the wave energy is 
t ards i  the region sufficiently distant from the barrier. The leaking 
ought outwards. The other condition is that the electric field 
 e itical height  Ha, if the ionospheric screening effect is negligible. 
ly iuous to obtain the eigenperiods. A rough estimation is, however, 
i  f t e Rayleigh-Ritz's method. The results obtained are shown in
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Table 3. The maximum Alfven velocity is taken of the order of  102cm/sec. Accord-
ing to Outsu and Iwai (1959), the mean electron density between 1,300 and 3,200 km 
heights is of the order of  2.104  cm-2. The ion density may be almost equal to the 
electron density there, and, according to Johnson (1960), the main constituents of the
Table 3 Periods of poloidal oscillations in the region lower 
   than the altitude of the maximum Alfven velocity .
Height of maximum 
Alfven velocity (km) 
Maximum Alfven 
velocity  (cm/sec) 
 Period (sec)
3,600
 2.0.108 
 >30
2,400
3.6.108 
 >15
1,200
5.4.108 
 ›-
upper atmosphere  _above 1,500 km are protons and electrons. These data lead to  108 
cm/sec of the maximum  Alfven velocity. The period obtained is comparable with that 
of pc's, if the height of the maximum Alfven velocity  laver is 3,600 km, and also 
comparable with spc's, if it is 1,200 km. According to Storey's (1953) investigations 
on whistlers, the exospheric ionization is worse in the night side than in the day side, 
and thus, the height of the maximum Alfven velocity  laver is lower in the night side. It 
is consistent with a fact that spc's appear more likely in the night hours (Yanagihara 
1959). 
4 Association of pt with pg 
   As to the origin of pt's, Saito, Tamao and the author (1960) found out an interest-
ing fact which suggests the association of pt's with pg's. As regards pt's appeared 
simultaneously in Alaska, the western part of USA, Hawaii, and Apia, the distribu-
tion of the "pulsation" magnetic field has been examined. The period of oscillation at 
every station is  eug  al to each other. In Alaska, oscillations in the E-W component 
predominate over the N-S oscillations as in Sitka, or comparable with each other as in 
other observatories. On the other hand, in the low and middle latitude regions, the 
N-S oscillations reversely predominate over the E-W oscillations. The mode of oscilla-
tion, the period and the amplitude in the stations of the lower latitude region force us to 
convince that the pulsations observed there are none other than pt's. As regards 
pulsations at Big Delta, Alaska, however, there is nothing to choose between them and 
giant pulsations in general, except wo points that the wave form is more irregular and 
the duration-time is shorter in comparison with the case of giant pulsations. The 
period is of the same order as that of giant pulsations and the amplitude, amounting to 
approximately 30 gammas, about a hundred times greater than that in Apia, is also 
comparable to that of giant pulsations. 
   Here we perceive that the point to be noticed consists in that the period of pulsa-
tions at Big Delta, which may be thought to be giant pulsations, is the same as those 
of pt's at other stations in the lower latitude region and that N-S oscillations predomi-
nate there.
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   In the discussions up to section 3, it is assumed that the oscillation-fields are 
symmetric about the geomagnetic axis. Due to this assumption, torsional oscillations 
in which the magnetic field oscillates east to west, and polodial oscillations north to 
south can occur independently of each other. If this assumption is abandoned, both 
types of oscillations are coupled with each other as shown by eqs. (1.14) and (1.18). Let 
us try to picture the coupling intuitively. In torsironal oscillations, a magnetic
Fig. 2 Transformation of torsional oscillations into poloidal oscillations. 
Let us assume that a magnetic line of force ABC oscillates most 
severely. In a non-axisymmetric oscillation, a neighbouring line 
of force, e.g., A'B'C' oscillates less severely than ABC. That is, 
the lateral displacement of B', the  loop of oscillation of A'B'C', 
is smaller than that of B. Therefore, the magnetic pressure 
becomes higher in the equator region, and the radial oscillation 
will be started  duc to this higher pressure (the author).
line of force, of which end points A and B (in Fig. 2) are fixed at the critical heights (if 
the ionospheric s reening effect is neglected), oscillates  azimuthally. In the normal 
mode, the point on the geomagnetic equator plane is the loop of oscillation. When 
oscillation is symmetric, magnetic lines of force adjacent to the above one also oscillates 
in  Phase, and does occur neither concentration nor rarefaction of magnetic lines of 
force. If the assumption of  axisymmetry is abandonned, however, concentrations and 
rarefactions of lines of force do occur indeed. For example, let us consider a non-
axisymmetric mode in which the field quantities are dependent on the azimuthal angle 
 4. through a factor  e'm# with  m=  I, and let us imagine that a concentration of magnetic 
lines of force occurs at a meridian  4 =  40°. Then a rarefaction occurs at  43 =  c50±7r. 
Concentrations and rarefactions occur most remarkably at the equator plane in the 
normal mode ( normal as regards colatitude variation 8). The exospheric matter in 
the neighbourhood of concentrated (rarefied) magnetic lines of force is to be pushed 
(pulled) radially due to the increased (decreased) magnetic pressure; push and pull of 
the exospheric matter result in the radial oscillation of the exosphere. In brief tor-
sion-like oscillations are to be transformed into poloidal-like oscillations due to  non-
axisymmetry.
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5 Particles of aurorae and geomagnetic pulsations 
   Kato and the author (1959) gave a suggestion that the exospheric oscillations re-
sponsible for geomagnetic pulsations would be excited by solar charged particles 
impinging upon the earth as predicted by  StOrmer. Fig 3 shows that the relationships 
between the pattern of precipitation of solar charged particles and the occurrence-fre-
quency of geomagnetic pulsations, pc's and pt's. It may be noticed that the hours of 
maxima of the occurrence-frequencies orrespond to the longitudes of the impact regions. 
The maxima of the occurrence-frequencies correspond to the longitudes of the impact 
regions. The maxima of the occurrence-frequency of pg's also correspond to the 
impact regions.
 oon
 leh
 • 
           Fig. 3 Relationships between positivecharged particles impinging on 
                  the auroral region and the diurnal variations of geomagnetic
                  pulsations,  pc's and pt's. The solid line referes to pc's andthe 
                  dotted one to pt's. The pattern of precipitation of auroral
                  particles was obtained with a negative film turned over which 
                  reproduces the result of Birkeland's experiment (Kato andthe
                  author,  1959). 
   A fact that pc's last continuously and pt's intermittently suggests the following, 
combined with the other fact that the maximum of the activity of pc's is one or two 
days behind that of pt's (Angenheister,  1954; Chernosky, Maple and Coon,  1954): 
There are two kinds of corpuscular streams, one of which is a continuous flow of lower 
velocity particles and the other consists of higher velocity particles flying into the earth 
intermittently. 
   It is expected that the pattern of precipitation would vary with GMT, since the 
configuration of the geomagnetic field relative to the direction of incidence of solar 
charged particles varies with GMT due to the inclination of the geomagnetic axis to the 
rotation-axis of the earth. Actually, it has been suggested that the occurrence-
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frequency of pulsations may vary with GMT (Troitskaya, 1953a,  b; Jacobs and Sinno, 
 1960).
6 Conclusion 
   Axisymmetric hydromagnetic oscillations in a magnetic dipole are classified into 
two types of oscillations. One is poloidal oscillations and the other is torsional 
oscillations. In torsional oscillations, the exospheric matter constrained on a surface 
of revolution of a magnetic line of force can oscillate independently on any other surface 
of revolution. The period of torsional oscillations of a magnetic line of force going 
through the auroral region is roughly compatible with the periods of giant pulsations. 
In poloidal oscillations, the perturbed magnetic field and the oscillatory motion of the 
matter lie in the meridian planes, and the pattern of oscillation is the same for each 
meridian plane. The period of poloidal oscillations in the region lower than the layer 
of the maximum  Alfven velocity, about 3,000 km height, is compatible with those of 
pc's and spc.s In non-axisymmetric oscillations, radial oscillations like poloidal oscilla-
tions are secondarily induced from torsional oscillations. This explains well the asso-
ciation of pt's with pg's.
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